P:'X, where P,P, ,...,pk are distinct odd primes and p 5 e = 1 (mod 4), we show that extensive subsets of these numbers (so described) can be eliminated from consideration. A typical result says: if pe,py:...,pfer are all of the prime-power divisors of such an n with p zp, s 1 (mod 4), then the ordered set {e, ,..., e,} contains an even number or odd number of odd numbers according as e %p or e&p (mod 8).
I~ITR~DuCTI~N
For each positive integer n, a(n) denotes the sum of the positive divisors of n. A number n is called perjbct if and only if o(n) = 2n. One of the celebrated open questions of number theory is whether or not there exist any odd perfect numbers. Like most papers on odd perfect numbers the present one takes as its point of departure the following theorem of Euler. where P, p1 ,...,pk are distinct odd primes and p E e s 1 (mod 4).
For proof see [ 1, p. 23 11. The purpose of this note is to establish several refinements of Euler's theorem, among which the following theorem is typical.
THEOREM 2. Let n denote an odd perfect number described as in Euler's theorem. If the primes p, ,..., pk (together with their corresponding exponents) are relabeled asp, ,..., pr, q1 ,..., qs, so that each pi (i = I,..., r) is of the form 4x + 1 and each qj (j = l,..., s) is of the form 4x -1, say, n =pe fi pf" fi qj'fj, i=I j=l then: (i) the ordered set S(r) = {e, ,..., e,} contains an even number of odd numbers, provided e and p belong to the same residue class (mod 8); but, (ii) S(r) contains an odd number of odd numbers, provided e and p belong to d$erent classes (mod 8).
In Section 2 we prove this result, sharpen it, and finally establish a similar result which follows from examination of the congruence o(n) z 2n (mod 3). .
PROOFOF THEOREM 2
Assume that n is an odd perfect number and Write: n =P' nf= 1 P:", p = 4n + 1, e = 4s + 1, pi = 2zi -1 (i = l,..., k). Then, using the congruences p* up,' = 1 (mod 8), we get Hence,
IL + E + t niei E 0 (mod 2).
i=l (2)
Now, the terms z,e, with rri even correspond to the qj (j= l,..., s). Since these terms vanish (mod 2), we therefore interpret (2) of our theorem.
as just the conclusion
In order to realize a somewhat stronger result C qei = rr + E + 2A, for some integer II. Hence, we use (2) to write k 2 x qnjeiej E (n + e)' -2 xfef (mod 4) id i=l
We then use (1) and the foregoing congruence to obtain
This is the desired sharpening of (2). If n =pe nfpfei is an odd perfect number, notation is the same as before and pi + 3 (i = l,..., k), then: p2 zpf z 1 (mod 3) and n-t l=(l -~)(l-e) fi (l-7riei) (mod3).
i=l
The only condition compatible with hypothesis is 71 E 0 (mod 3), whence p = 1 (mod 12), whence
Interpretation of (4) thus yields the following. is an odd perfect number such that e=4&+ 1,p,=2rri-1 andp,#3 (i= l,...,k), thenp= 1 (mod 12); s=O or -1 (mod 3); each xiei E 0 or -1 (mod 3); and the number of elements in the set {TC, e,, n2e2 ,..., nkek} for which xiei = -1 (mod 3) is even or odd according as E z 0 or -1 (mod 3).
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